As the need for cost-effective & durable infrastructure has grown over the years, the corrugated pipe industry has responded!
Established in 1956, NCSPA seeks to promote sound public policy relating to the use of corrugated steel drainage structures in private & public construction. It collects & distributes technical information; assists public & private agencies in the formulation of specifications & designs; encourages greater knowledge of corrugated steel pipe's benefits & uses among college engineering students; & conducts seminars to increase awareness of the product & its application among specifiers. Member fabricating companies of NCSPA are estimated to produce nearly ninety percent of all domestic pipe & plate production. Associate members include mill producers, coaters & suppliers of products & services to the industry.

A WORLD OF RESOURCES ONLINE!
ALL AVAILABLE AT YOUR FINGERTIPS!

**Technical Resources**
- Corrugated Steel Pipe Design Manual
- Service Life Selection Guide
- Modern Sewer Design Book
- Life Cycle Cost Analysis

**Calculators**
- Pipe Service Life
- Plate Service Life
- Water Quality System
- CSP LRFD HOC

**Studies & Reports**
- Long-Term Field Investigation of Polymer Coated CSP
- Durability of ALT2 CSP Exposed Throughout the U.S.
- New Approaches to CSP Service Life
- Invert Abrasion Testing of CSP Coatings

**Charts & Tools**
- Installation Specifications
- Design Specifications Chart
- Material Description and Specifications
- Shapes, Sizes and Uses of Corrugated Conduits

PLUS SO MUCH MORE!